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ABSTRACT
An improved rheometer of the present invention includes an adjustable gap through which a flowing system is forced. The inner cavity dimension of the gap is variable so as to give a user of the rheometer an ability to vary the separation gap and the length over diameter ratio. This, in turn, allows the user to determine the shear rate and shear stress along the wall of the cavity for varying deformation rates. Thus, the shear viscosity of the flowing system can be characterized for non-Newtonian systems without varying the volumetric flow rate. One of the preferred embodiments of the adjustable gap rheometer is a slit rheometer in which the flowing system is forced through a slit having generally more length than width and more width than gap. The slit rheometer is made adjustable by holding the body of the rheometer stationary while moving an adjustable wall which forms one of the sides of the slit. Another preferred embodiment of the adjustable gap rheometer includes two concentric portions comprising a mandrel portion and a bushing portion. Axial movement of one of the portions relative to the other varies the separation between the components.
ADJUSTABLE GAP RHEOMETER

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to the characterization of a flowing system such as a fluid or a mixture of fluids or a mixture of liquids with gases and/or solids by determining the rheological properties of the flowing system. More particularly, the invention relates to an improved rheometer having an adjustable inner cavity dimension so that properties of the flowing system are easily varied and the flowing system can be characterized without altering the volumetric flow rate of the flowing system.

Generally, rheometers operate by forcing the flowing system to be characterized through a die at a constant volumetric flow rate and determining specific properties of the flowing system such as the shear rate and shear stress of the flowing system at the wall of the die in order to determine the shear viscosity. These properties are characteristic of the flow and deformation behavior of the flowing system. The shear viscosity, in particular, is the most important rheological property.

The flow and deformation behavior are related to primary characteristics of the flowing system such as molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, extent of chain branching in polymer melts, degree of cure or conversion in a reacting system, and various microstructural distributions in multiphase systems. The microstructural distributions include the size distributions, locations and orientations of solid components in the flow, the concentration, shape, surface and size distributions of liquid droplets and the content and size distributions of gaseous components. Thus, characterization of the rheological behavior of a flowing system provides information on the structure of the system.

The rheological properties of the flowing system are characterized by employing material functions such as wall shear stress versus deformation rate at the wall or shear viscosity versus deformation rate determined on the basis of well-defined steady flows.

Rheometers of the prior art include capillary or slit rheometers. They operate by forcing the flowing system through a capillary die or a slit die at a specified volumetric flow rate with a drive mechanism such as a piston or a gear mechanism.

Because shear viscosity of a non-Newtonian flowing system is dependent on the deformation rate of the system, characterization of a non-Newtonian flowing system requires that shear rate and shear stress values be determined at multiple deformation rates to determine the viscosity over the deformation range of interest.

Conventional rheometers achieve this by altering the volumetric flow rate into the rheometer. In this way, properties of the flowing system such as the shear rate and shear stress values are altered, and it is possible to determine the viscosity of the particular flowing system of interest over the deformation range of interest. However, altering the flow rate can change the structure and, hence, the rheological properties of the flowing system if a continuous process is used to deliver the flowing system to the rheometer. This distorts the results of the rheological study. Further, generating multiple flow rates requires equipment which is both cumbersome and expensive. Thus, a need exists for a rheometer which can determine the shear viscosity of non-

Newtonian flowing systems from a constant flow rate through the rheometer.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An improved rheometer of the present invention includes an adjustable gap through which the flowing system is forced. The inner cavity dimension of the gap is variable so as to give a user of the rheometer an ability to vary the separation gap and the length over diameter ratio. This, in turn, allows the user to measure the shear rate and shear stress along the wall of the cavity for varying deformation rates. Thus, the shear viscosity of the flowing system can be determined for non-Newtonian systems without varying the volumetric flow rate.

One of the preferred embodiments of the adjustable gap rheometer is a slit rheometer. The slit rheometer comprises a gap through which the flowing system is forced which is shaped as a slit having generally more length than width and more width than gap. The slit rheometer is made adjustable by holding the body of the rheometer stationary while moving an adjustable wall which forms one of the sides of the slit. In this method, the gap dimension is made variable.

Another preferred embodiment of the adjustable gap rheometer includes two concentric portions comprising a mandrel portion and a bushing portion. Axial movement of one of the portions relative to the other varies the separation between the components. Thus, the gap between these portions through which the flowing system flows can be altered to create varying deformation rates of the flowing system, and the viscosity can be measured from measuring the shear stress of the flowing system for each deformation rate.

The advantages of the adjustable gap rheometer are many. First, the volumetric flow rate of the flowing system is maintained at a constant rate, thus eliminating the cost of expensive equipment required to alter the flow rate. Even more importantly, the constant flow rate maintains the microstructure of flowing systems that are sensitive to the thermo-mechanical history to which they are exposed during processing (especially multi-phase flowing systems) before they arrive at the separation gap of the rheometer. Thus, the rheological behavior of the flowing system is maintained during pre-gap processing, and the shear viscosity of the flowing system is measured with greater accuracy.

Another advantage of the adjustable gap rheometer is the ability to "structure" the material that flows through it by altering the deformation rates imposed on the flowing systems. Structuring the flowing material comprises altering the microstructural distributions of the components of the flowing system. The deformation rate imposed on the flowing system created by the particular gap through which the system flows alters the distribution of system components and hence, alters the microstructural distribution. Thus, by sending the flowing system through the adjustable gap rheometer, various microstructural features of the system can be determined for a particular flowing system. These features can be characterized by techniques such as computer aided tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, acoustic emission techniques, infrared imaging, and others. These microstructural features of the flowing system can later be used to create better flowing systems with improved microstructure, and, hence, better ultimate properties, to better understand the particular flowing system, or to help design better experiments which can
accommodate for the new microstructure distribution so as to more accurately characterize the rheological properties of the flowing system.

An additional advantage includes the ease with which the rheometer can be adjusted (as opposed to prior art techniques requiring a complete replacement or adjustment of the die upon stopping, and removal of the die of the rheometer at great expense and effort).

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES**

These and other objects, features, elements and advantages of the invention will be more readily apparent from the following description of the invention in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of one embodiment of an adjustable gap rheometer.

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the embodiment of the adjustable gap rheometer depicted in FIG. 1 taken at Section line 2–2.

FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view of another embodiment of an adjustable gap rheometer.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

A slit rheometer measures viscosity of a flowing system by measuring the apparent flowing system shear rate (\(\gamma\)) as defined by

\[
\gamma = \frac{6Q}{WH^2}
\]

where \(Q\) is the volumetric flow rate, \(W\) is the width of the slit, and \(H\) is the separation gap of the slit; and the shear stress (\(\tau_w\)) of the flowing system at the wall of the slit as defined by

\[
\tau_w = \frac{\Delta P}{2L}
\]

where \(L\) is the slit length over which the shear stress is measured, and \(\Delta P\) is the pressure drop over the slit length of the fully developed flow. Known corrections which are dependent on the wall shear stress versus apparent shear rate behavior of the flowing system are applied to the apparent shear rate to determine true shear rate at the wall, \(\gamma_w\). Shear viscosity (\(\eta\)) is defined by

\[
\eta = \frac{\tau_w}{\gamma_w}
\]

To determine the shear viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid (i.e., a fluid wherein the shear viscosity is dependent on the deformation rate), the shear viscosity values must be determined at multiple deformation rates.

To alter the deformation rate of the flowing system, the separation gap, \(H\), of the rheometer is altered. Thus, with a constant flow rate, \(Q\), the shear viscosity, \(\eta\), of the flowing system can be determined. The rheometer of the invention can characterize the complete rheological behavior of the flowing system over a broad range of deformation rates, typically 0.01 to 5,000 \(s^{-1}\).

FIGS. 1 and 2 depict an embodiment of an adjustable gap rheometer of the invention comprising a slit die rheometer. The rheometer 1 comprises a stationary section 2 and a moveable section 4 which form the rheometer slit therebetween. In the alternative, the stationary and moveable sections can be reversed to achieve the same result. The moveable section has two-directional vertical movement and is driven by a stepper motor 6 or by other such mechanisms. Movement of the moveable section 4 increases or decreases the separation gap, \(H\), of the rheometer, thus varying the deformation rate of the flowing system.

The rheometer includes a plurality of flow property measuring devices 8 such as pressure transducers, shear stress transducers, optical windows and temperature thermocouples. Heating/cooling circulation channels 10 through which heat transfer fluids can be circulated at a desired temperature and rate maintain a constant temperature in the system. Cartridge type heaters 12 are also provided for better temperature control. Gasket elements 14 positioned adjacent the moveable section 4 prevent the fluid from leaking out of the slit. These gasket elements can comprise a sealing material such as a teflon material to create a strong seal.

The flowing system to be tested is forced through the rheometer at a constant flow rate, \(Q\), which is generated by a continuous processor 16 such as a single or twin screw extruder or kneader which is run at the starved mode. The processor is externally controlled by feeding it at a constant flow rate. Alternatively, the flow rate could be generated by a gear pump installed in-line to feed the flowing system at a constant flow rate.

The constant volumetric flow rate is essential to maintain a constant processing history of the flow, which, in turn, maintains a constant microstructural distribution in the flowing system prior to entry into the separation gap. The microstructural distribution in the flow will determine the response of the flowing system to a deformation rate, and will, therefore, affect the accurate characterization of the rheological properties of the flowing system. Thus, the ability to run the rheometer at a constant flow rate will produce a more accurate determination of the shear viscosity.

Another embodiment of the invention is depicted in FIG. 3. The rheometer 20 comprises a concentric arrangement of a mandrel 22 and bushing 24. The structure 20 comprises a mandrel 22 which is tapered at a specific incline angle (for example 8°), which is moveable within a die bushing 24, which can be tapered at a generally larger angle than the mandrel (for example 9°). Alternatively, the mandrel taper angle and bushing taper angle could be the same. The taper angles may be maintained at less than 10° to preserve the simplified flow field which allows for better characterization of rheological properties. Between the mandrel 22 and the bushing 24 is a separation gap, \(H\), through which a flowing system is forced in order to determine its rheological properties. Stepper motor 26, is coupled to the mandrel 22 via a rod or screw 28 to provide two-directional linear displacement of the mandrel. This, in turn, increases or decreases the separation gap, \(H\), between the mandrel 22 and bushing 24 by an amount which is a function of the difference between the taper angles of the mandrel and the bushing, and the linear displacement of the mandrel within the bushing.

As in the case of the embodiment of FIG. 1, changing the separation gap, \(H\), of the rheometer of FIG. 3 will change the wall deformation rate of the flowing system and thus will allow for the calculation of the shear viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid. The rheometer includes a plurality of flow property measuring devices including pressure transducers, shear stress transducers, temperature thermocouples and optical windows, all
diagrammatically illustrated as elements 30, which measure flowing system properties necessary for calculating the rheological properties of the flowing system. A heat transfer device comprising heating/cooling circulation channels 32 maintains a constant temperature in the rheometer. Further, heating cartridges 34 can be added to provide better temperature control.

The flowing system is delivered to the rheometer sufficiently pressurized and at a constant volumetric flow rate. The volumetric flow rate is maintained at a constant value through the use of device 36 which comprises either a starve fed continuous processor or a constant volumetric delivery device such as a gear pump. As described above, maintaining a constant volumetric flow rate through the rheometer permits accurate determinations of the deformation rate, which will, in turn, result in more accurate determinations of the shear viscosity of the flowing system.

Again, as above, the material functions of a flow system must be determined to characterize the rheological behavior of the system. The material functions of a particular flowing system are dependent upon the geometry of the separation gap of the rheometer. Because the geometry of the mandrel-bushing embodiment of the adjustable gap rheometer is different from the geometry of the slit rheometer, the equations used to determine the apparent flowing system shear rate (γ), the true shear rate at the wall γw, the shear stress of the flowing system at the wall of the gap (τw), and, consequently, the shear viscosity (η = τw/γw) in a mandrel-bushing type of rheometer are different from those used in the slit rheometer (described above). However, the equations which describe the flow of the mandrel-bushing embodiment are well known in the art.

Otherwise, the rheometer functions as described with respect to the embodiment depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2. Briefly, the flowing system is forced through separation gap H, which allows for a determination of the deformation rate at the wall. The shear stress at the wall and the shear rate at the wall are calculated, and the shear viscosity value is determined therefrom for this deformation rate.

Both embodiments described above can be utilized to "structure" the flow system. Structuring the flow system comprises altering the microelement from those used of the flow. In this rheometer, this is accomplished by changing the separation gap of the rheometer which alters the deformation rate imposed on the flowing systems. These microstructural distributions can be initially determined by computer aided tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, acoustic emission techniques, infrared imaging, and others. After initial determination, the microstructure will be known for various deformation rates of the flowing system. It can then be used to better understand the flowing system, to help create new and improved flowing systems having improved microstructures, or to design better rheological experiments which accommodate for the new microstructure distribution so as to more accurately characterize the rheological properties of the particular flowing system.

While it is apparent that the invention herein disclosed fulfills the objects above stated, it will be appreciated that numerous embodiments and modifications may be devised by those skilled in the art, and it is intended that the appended claims cover all such modifications and embodiments as fall within the true spirit and scope of the present invention.

For example, other mechanisms for altering the separation gap in a rheometer may also be used to characterize the rheological properties of a flowing system and alter the microstructure of that flowing system. These mechanisms include, but are not limited to, the use of side fed sliding elements such as those found in screen changers, the use of inflatable means, and the use of expansion/contraction devices which operate via thermal, electrical, magnetic, mechanical or other means.

Additionally, wall slippage corrections may be employed to characterize wall slip behavior. Alteration of the rheometer surface properties through roughness, grooves and materials of construction may be used to eliminate wall slip from flowing systems which exhibit this property. These can be done through alteration of the surface characteristics of the equipment as well as through other well-known scientific procedures.

What is claimed is:

1. An adjustable gap rheometer for measuring or characterizing a flowing system comprising:
   a first portion:
   a second portion which mates with said first portion to form a separation gap therebetween constructed to guide a flowing system therethrough; and
   means for moving at least a part of said first portion, said second portion, or both relative to one another so as to adjust the size of the separation gap.

2. An adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 wherein at least a part of said first portion moves relative to said second portion.

3. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 2 wherein said first and second portions mate to form a slit die configuration wherein the separation gap comprises a slit.

4. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 3 wherein said slit comprises a rectangular cross-section.

5. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 2 wherein said first portion comprises a tapered bushing and said second portion comprises a tapered mandrel formed to fit within said tapered bushing and move laterally thereto.

6. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 5 wherein said taper on said tapered bushing is 10° or less.

7. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 5 wherein said taper on said tapered mandrel is 10° or less.

8. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 5 wherein said tapered mandrel and said tapered bushing are circular in cross-section.

9. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 wherein at least one of the first or second portions inflates or deflates to adjust the size of the separation gap.

10. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 wherein at least one part of the first or second portions expands or contracts via thermal, electrical, magnetic or mechanical means to adjust the size of the separation gap.

11. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 wherein at least one part of one of the first or second portions uses side fed sliding means to adjust the size of the separation gap.

12. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 further comprising a plurality of shear stress transducers, optical windows, temperature thermocouples and pressure transducers to measure material properties of the flowing system.

13. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 further comprising heating/cooling circulation channels to control the temperature of the flowing system.
14. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 further comprising heaters to control the temperature of the flowing system.

15. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 wherein said means for moving at least part of said first or second portion comprise a stepper motor.

16. The adjustable gap rheometer according to claim 1 further providing means for maintaining a constant volumetric flow rate in the flowing system.

17. An improved method of performing rheological studies comprising:

- providing an adjustable gap rheometer comprising a first portion and a second portion which form a separation gap therebetween;

- adjusting said separation gap of said adjustable gap rheometer by moving at least a part of said first portion, said second portion or both portions of said adjustable gap rheometer;

- moving a flowing system having a constant volumetric flow rate through said separation gap; and

- measuring properties of the flowing system so as to characterize the flowing system at that predetermined separation gap.

18. The method according to claim 17 further comprising determining the structure of the flowing system by utilizing microstructural characterization techniques including computer aided tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, acoustic emission techniques and infrared imaging.